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THE SEEING PLACE THEATER
Our name "The Seeing Place" is the literal translation of the Greek
word for theater (theatron): ". . . the place where we go to see
ourselves." The Seeing Place is an actor-driven company dedicated to
exploring the intersection between the actor's voice and the
playwright's words, by reinterpreting masterful works live and in the
moment to make them relevant, visceral, truthful, and accessible to a
modern audience. We live up to our name by engaging our
community in a vivid conversation about what makes us human.
Connection. Learning. Humanity. That's what theater is all about.
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“I see art as a weapon, and a weapon of revolution”
~Amiri Baraka

THE SEEING PLACE'S DUTCHMAN
CAST & CREATIVE TEAM:
Lula……………...………………………..Erin Cronican*
Clay………………………………………..Timothy Ware*
Conductor.........................................Eugene Barry-Hill*
Playwright…………….....………….……Amiri Baraka/LeRoi Jones
Director…………………….....……….…Brandon Walker*
Stage Manager….........................…….Hailey Vest
Producers……………………….....……..Erin Cronican* and Brandon Walker*
Associate Producer – Outreach.....……William Ketter
Graphic Design……………………..…….Laura Clare Browne
Social Media Outreach………….……….Sabrina Schlegel-Mejia
Digital Design…………………..…………Olivia Hardin
Marketing…………………..……………...Robin Friend
Dramaturgy………………..….……………Jon L Peacock*
Fundraising Support………...…………...Ken Simon*, Sandy Trullinger*, Weronika Wozniak
* indicates member of Actors' Equity Association

SETTING & RUN TIME:
Setting: A New York City Subway Car
Running Time: 50 minutes, with a short talk-back with the cast & creative
team following each reading.

Dutchman is presented by arrangement with Concord Theatricals on behalf of
Samuel French, Inc. www.concordtheatricals.com
We wish to express our gratitude to the Performers’ Unions:
ACTORS’ EQUITY ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN GUILD OF MUSICAL ARTISTS
AMERICAN GUILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS
SAG-AFTRA
through Theatre Authority,
Inc. for their cooperation in permitting the Artists to appear on this program.

THE SEEING PLACE'S DUTCHMAN
CAST BIOS:
Timothy Ware* (Clay; he, him) was last seen as Lola in the 1st
National Tour of the Tony Winning Musical Kinky Boots after
performing the role 186 times on Broadway. He is a native of
Montgomery, AL where he received a BA in Theater Arts from
Alabama State University under the direction of TV/Film
actress, Dr.Tommie "Tonea" Stewart (In the Heat of the Night).
He later studied at UCLA in the MFA Acting Program under
Broadway's playwright/director, Tony Winner, Mel Shapiro
(Two Gentlemen of Verona). He recently completed his MFA in
Professional Screenwriting from National University. He is
honored to make his acting debut with, The Seeing Place, along
side his dear sweet friend, Erin Cronican.
Erin Cronican* (Lula; she, her) an award-winning actor,
producer and director who is based in New York City. She is a
founding member of The Seeing Place Theater and has served as
its Executive Artistic Director since 2011. She is an NYIT
nominated actor for her work in TSP’s The Maids. Off Broadway:
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea; Sistas; This One’s For The Girls.
Favorite roles with TSP: My Name is Rachel Corrie (Rachel)
Othello (Desdemona); Closer (Anna); Getting Out (Arlene); Boy
Gets Girl (Theresa); A Lie of the Mind (Beth); The Laramie
Project (Mercedes Herrero Track) Regional favorites: The Last
Five Years; Angels in America; Camelot; South Pacific; Evita.
She is thrilled be performing once again with one of her favorite
actors and friends, Timothy Ware.
Eugene Barry-Hill* (Conductor; he, him) was an original
Broadway cast member of THE LION KING. He just finished a 7
year run as Original Broadway cast member of KINKY BOOTS.

THE SEEING PLACE'S DUTCHMAN
CREATIVE TEAM BIOS:
Brandon Walker* (Director; they, them) is a mixed-race and gender-fluid Actor, Director,
Playwright, Teacher, and has been the Producing Artistic Director of The Seeing Place
Theater for the last eleven years. Previous directing credits for The Seeing Place
include: Animal Farm, Cloud 9, The Laramie Project, Othello, Rhinoceros, Boy Gets
Girl, and Waiting for Lefty. Acting credits with The Seeing Place include: I Am My Own
Wife, Hamlet, and Danny and the Deep Blue Sea (Off-Bway, NYIT Nominated). Plays
written include: Animal Farm, The Hysteria of Dr Faustus, The People vs Antigone, Scotch
Kiss, and When We Have Gone Astray. Brandon is excited to revisit Dutchman at this
moment in history, allowing him to explore further his own Black roots.
Hailey Vest (Stage Manager; she, her) is a New York based actor originally from Vail,
Colorado. She holds a Performing Arts BFA from SCAD, and recently graduated the two
year conservatory Meisner program at the The Maggie Flanigan Studio in NYC. She
continues her love of comedy and improv studying at The Magnet Theatre. Her most
notable roles include Emily Baker on CBS’s "Bull," Becky Shaw from Becky Shaw, and Little
Red from Into the Woods. When Hailey isn’t writing and producing her own work, she side
hustles as a Personal Trainer and artist. She is excited to join The Seeing Place and is
thrilled to be a part of the magic of Season 10!
This play is being presented as a benefit for Black Theatre Network, a non-profit
organization dedicated to the exploration and preservation of the theatrical visions of
the African Diaspora. To learn more about this fantastic organization, please visit:
www.BlackTheatreNetwork.org

DUTCHMAN SYNOPSIS
Set on a New York Subway train, Dutchman opens as a young black man, Clay, is
interrupted from his thoughts by Lula, a flirtatious and slightly older white woman he
smiled at through the windows when the train stopped. Their conversation, which starts as
playful, slowly becomes more personal, more cruel, and reveals, from both perspectives,
the many political, psychological, and physical conflicts that face Black men in America.
Content Warning: This play has racist language which may be traumatic for some
audience members.

THE PLAYWRIGHT
Amiri Baraka AKA LeRoi Jones AKA Everett Leroy Jones
A Brief timeline of Amiri Baraka leading up to, and shortly after, the production of
Dutchman:
*Everett Leroy Jones was born in Newark, NJ in 1934, and after a long life filled with
successes and social controversies, he died, as Amiri Baraka, in Newark in 2014.
*He graduated from Howard University in 1953, going on to attend grad school at Columbia
University
*He was dishonorably discharged from the U.S. Air Force for suspected communist
affiliations. Even though these allegations were false at the time, Baraka would later go on
to become an outspoken communist.
*1958: He founded Yugen poetry magazine, publishing Beat poetry from Allen Ginsberg
and Jack Kerouac alongside his white Jewish wife, Hettie Cohen.
* Late-1950s: He commonly went by his middle name, Leroy, and during this time changed
it to LeRoi as his poems began to be published. LeRoi, French for 'King', helped him move
away from his given name, which he was not comfortable connecting with.
* Early-1960s: His first book of poetry, Preface to a Twenty-Volume Suicide Note, was
published in 1961, and for the next three years he was co-editor of a prestigious literary
newsletter, The Floating Bear, again publishing the works of the mostly apolitical Beat
poets. His rising mistrust of White America came to a head by the mid-1960s.
*1964: Dutchman is produced at Cherry Lane Theatre, winning an Obie for Best OffBroadway Play. Later this year he also saw his play The Slave produced Off-Broadway at St.
Mark's Playhouse.
* 1965: Malcolm X was assassinated. This same year, Baraka makes a seminal trip to Cuba,
and decides to break from his white connections and what he considered White America.
He divorced his wife and moved to Harlem. He also broke all ties with the NYC poetry
world, almost exclusively white, that he had been embedded in for nearly a decade. He
would increasingly focus on Black Separatism, following a call from the now martyred X.
* 1968: His disconnection from his birth name, a connection to White America, was be
completed with his name change to Amiri Baraka as he converted to Islam. (1)

NEW YORK CITY, 1964
The Harlem riots the summer of 1964, had happened twice before in Harlem in the 20th
Century, were only closely looked at this time by the major media outlets because of its ties
to the Civil Rights Movement, in full swing in the mid-1960s. These riots, a mix of peaceful,
angry protests and property destruction that caused the nation to look at New York City,
began because a 15-year old boy, James Powell, was shot and killed in front of his friends
by police lieutenant Thomas Gilligan. The outrage of another officer publicly shooting and
killing another black child turned into the protests and riots in the NYC neighborhoods of
Bedford-Stuyvesant, in Brooklyn, and of Harlem.
These riots occurred in July. Amiri Braka's Dutchman, a look at violent lashing out against
white oppression and ridicule, and at turning blind eyes towards the murders of black men
and women, was first produced in March of 1964. This looked at why people would turn
towards rioting and potential violence when their voices have been silenced in every other
fashion, and many understand the methods and rationale of the rioters, as this Obie-award
winning play was seen by thousands of New Yorkers of many ethnic backgrounds.
Baraka follows this play, after the riots, with the first production of The Slave, a play
looking at a modern African American man's visit to the home of his white ex-wife. Baraka
points out, in this play, the black man’s low status in American society, also stressing that
he is victimized and enslaved by his own hatred and is thus unable to effect social change.
Art both coming before conflict to help people on both sides understand, reflect, and come
together post-conflict, and can come after conflict to, again, help understand, heal, and
move forward in a positive way. This same art can stretch into the future, show us our past,
and even understand our present stat of being, our universal truths, and our deepest,
darkest selves.
Even though the Harlem Renaissance had been officially over for roughly thirty years, the
arts in Harlem was still palpable and powerful. Baraka's first two major play successes
came the year of 1964, amid the social strife that was embodied in the Harlem Riots, and
after that he moved to Harlem, founded the Black Arts Repertory Theatre and produced
most of his works there until it was closed.

SYMBOLISM IN DUTCHMAN
Baraka has said that Dutchman “is about how difficult it is to become a man in the United
States.” Nevertheless, the ancient symbolism of apple and temptation, and the myth of the
ghostly pirate ship, The Flying Dutchman, used in Richard Wagner’s opera and other
literary works, are carefully suggested in Baraka’s play and amplify the dimensions of
racial conflict. (2)

“The white Western usage of black as a signifier of evil, death, and darkness is directly
reversed, and white is made to carry the suggestions of sickness, death, and absence.
When we analyze blackness in Baraka, we realize that it is both the goal to be passionately
struggled for, and the innate being of the African American.” (3)

Clay as Adam & Lula as Eve
Apples & All

The Flying Dutchman is a legendary ghost ship that can never reach port and must spend
eternity sailing the haunted seas. Why is this play called Dutchman?

DUTCHMAN: PRODUCTION HISTORY,
AWARDS, & CRITICAL RESPONSE
Reactions to 1964 Production at Cherry Lane Theatre:
The New York Times began its review of the triple-header Dutchman was a part of with this
line: “EVERYTHING about LeRoi Jones's “Dutchman” is designed to shock — its basic idea,
its language and its murderous rage.” Dutchman opened alongside Samuel Beckett's oneact entitled Play, and The Two Executioners, by Fernando Arrabal. After announcing the
other plays alongside Baraka's work, The Times goes on to write:
“It puts into the mouth of its principal Negro character a scathing denunciation of all the
white man's good works, pretensions and condescensions.
“If this is the way the Negroes really feel about the white world around them, there's more
rancor buried in the breasts of colored conformists than anyone can imagine.If this is the
way even one Negro feels, there is ample cause for guilt as well as alarm, and for a
hastening of change.
“As an extended metaphor of bitterness and fury, “Dutchman” is transparently simple in
structure. Clay, a Negro who wears a three‐button suit and is reserved and wellspoken, is
accosted by a white female on a train. Lula is a liar, a slut, essentially an agent provocateur
of a Caucasian society.” (4)
As The Times understood many of the themes and observations Dutchman presented, as
did the theater community at large, as it won an Obie as the Best American Off-Broadway
Play in 1964, and was later turned into a film, in 1967.
In 2007 Cherry Lane produced a revival of Dutchman, again to critical acclaim. The
review of this production echoed that of the original:
“Set in a NYC subway car, Dutchman concerns Clay, a middle-class African-American man
in suit and tie. He is approached by Lula, a seductive white woman in a black dress, who's
seen symbolically biting into an apple on her first appearance. Their seemingly innocent
flirtation eventually gives way to a sinister, racially charged exchange that culminates in a
brutal act of violence.
When first produced, the play sparked controversy for its depiction of the unadulterated
rage that lurks behind the façade of the apparently assimilated black man at the play's
core. It was also accused of misogyny for its portrayal of the white woman. The current
production doesn't shy away from either of those aspects, but it is so vividly performed that
such a simplistic reduction of Dutchman seems unfair.” (5)

WHAT THE SEEING PLACE IS DOING
2020-2021 SEASON
August 29 & 30, 2020 - A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM by William Shakespeare
This TSP Unplugged Reading will be a benefit for a local LGTBQIA+ organization (TBA)
WIT by Margaret Edson – 2021 (tentative)
A mainstage production of this Pulitzer Prize-winning play.
EXIT THE KING by Eugene Ionesco – 2021 (tentative)
A mainstage production of this French absurdist play.
BOY by Anna Ziegler – 2021 (tentative)
A mainstage production of this play based on a true story.
EDUCATION AND OUTREACH PROGRAM
Like most theater across the country, The Seeing Place had to shut its doors when the
COVID-19 pandemic took hold on New York City. To continue our work and passion at TSP
while still bringing our mission to New Yorkers, we have come up with exciting ways to
entertain and educate you remotely.
We’ve created two online series: our Professional Education Program and TSP Insiders
Program.
The Professional Education Program offers quality training to theater artists including
advisement and coaching on the acting craft, script analysis (including Shakespeare), and
career coaching for people looking to break into the business. We also host roundtable
discussions with professional artists to talk about issues of importance, including diversity
in theater for: people with disabilities, people in the LGTBQIA+ community, BIPOC artists,
and immigrant artists (to name a few.)
The TSP Insiders Program gives theater fans an inside look at how theater gets created,
including behind-the-scenes discussions with the cast/creative team of some of our most
popular productions, and a Drama Book Club where we choose a work from the world’s
theatrical canon, then read & discuss the work in an open and frank conversation about
the play’s importance.
To learn more about this program, please visit
www.seeingplacetheater.com/training.html

WHO WE ARE
PRODUCING STAFF
Producing Artistic Director: Brandon Walker
Executive Artistic Director: Erin Cronican
ENSEMBLE MEMBERS
Laura Clare Browne, Ellinor DiLorenzo, Robin Friend, Olivia Hardin, William Ketter,
Jon L Peacock, Sabrina Schlegel-Mejia, Ken Simon, Sandra Trullinger, Hailey Vest,
Weronika Helena Wozniak.
Special Thanks to Our Season 10 Donors
$5000+
The Ravenal Foundation
The Taproot Foundation
Erin Cronican
$500-$4999
The Lambs Foundation
Nina Abrams Fund
Richard Eisenberg, Kelley Elizabeth Henry, Jeff Krasner, Tere Petersen, Don
Scardino, Brandon Walker, Russell Wollman, and 3 Anonymous Donors
$100-$499
Celia Berk, Peter Biegel, Darryl Curry, Joan Friend, Lisa Friend, Lee Lampard Stone, LisaMarie Newton, Dr Judy Page, David Perlman, George Reed, Mikael Sodersten and Cornelia
Ravenal, Jean Burton Walker, plus 2 Anonymous Donors
$1-$99
Meg Anderson, Kirsten Brandt, Tom Brophy, James Browne, Linda Castro, Michael Cedar,
Gamze Ceylan, Michael Colby, Ellinor DiLorenzo, Symon Edmonds, Elizabeth Haas, Jason
Heil, Haley Horbinski, Martha Garvey, Michael Gnat, Beau Karch, Juke Bar NYC, Mary
Lahti, Steve Lichtenstein & Jill Geier, Thomas Lopez, Dan Mack, Edward Marczak, Lara
Mcdavit, Marissa Mutascio, Emily Nassberg, Noelle Nichols, Ann Raiten, Ken Raboy,
Amanda Rinnert, William Schweigert, Judd Silverman, Evelyn Thatcher, Cheri Wicks,
Shannon Wyant, Joanne Zipay, Suzanne Zuckerman and 1 Anonymous Donor.
To make a tax-deductible donation, visit www.TheSeeingPlace.org
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EXTERNAL REFERENCES
AMIRI BARAKA:
(1) https://poets.org/poet/amiri-baraka
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Amiri-Baraka
SYMBOLISM:
(2) https://www.enotes.com/topics/dutchman
(3) https://www.jstor.org/stable/1512313?seq=1
https://www.encyclopedia.com/literature-and-arts/classical-literaturemythology-and-folklore/folklore-and-mythology/dutchman
https://www.fadedpage.com/books/20140881/html.php
CRITICAL RESPONSE:
(4) https://www.nytimes.com/1964/03/25/archives/the-theater-dutchmandrama-opens-on-triple-bill-at-cherry-lane-the.html
(5) https://www.theatermania.com/new-york-citytheater/reviews/dutchman_9898.html

Amiri Baraka

